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Introduction

1. Voice intro: “Hello and welcome to my podcast, “A Displaced Legacy: Omie Wise 
1808-Now. Please stay tuned as we explore how a simple song of love and death 
became the imaginative doorway for folkies of the 1960s revival. Based on a tall 
but true murder, the American ballad has since immortalized the girl’s gruesome 
fate, shaping the tragedy into an enticing story that has since lured audiences 
from the mid-19th century to the present day.  I will comparatively examine how 
the song functioned within its violent, patriarchal origins, and then later in its 
pacifistic revival.   

History of Murder and Song

1. History of murder: “Though the details are scattershot and blurred, here is what I 
can tell you.  In April of 1808, an unfortunate Naomie Wise was found dead in the 
banks of Adams Springs, North Carolina. (INTERLUDE SOUND OF RIVER OR 
SOMETHING) Naomi was an orphan and servant in  the  town. And with two 
children from wedlock, she was known to be loose. John Lewis, a well-to-do 
store clerk who also had secret relations with Omie,  killed the young girl when 
he out she was pregnant with his child.  After being convicted with murder, John 
Lewis escaped jail, twice, to eventually live out his life as a free man in Kentucky. 
In 1820, facing a terminal illness, John Lewis finally confessed to Naomi Wise’s 
murder, to, according to some versions of the song,  “…save his soul from hell.”

2. History of Song: The song, “Omie Wise” grew out of an all-American, Southern 
murder ballade tradition. In the 19th century, violent murder ballads based on 
homegrown events developed from Europe’s ancient tradition. But, unlike the old 
European ballads, the South wrote murder ballads as a way to share news,. As 
singer-songwriter Tom Waits observes, “These were the oral tabloids of the 
day….News just happens to be a meal best served hot.” Strangely enough 
though, this tabloid song did not appear in the papers until 1851, a whole 43 
years after the girl’s murder. (Pause) So, while the song’s life between 1808 and 
1851 is unclear, what is clear is that the lyrics of “Omie Wise” were based upon 
what used to be facts, covered up in local gossip.

Murdered-girl tunes, violent south, patriarchy, warning, 

1. “Murdered Girl Tunes:” “Omie Wise” comes from a thematic group of ballads 
called “Murdered Girl Tunes.” Coming from the extreme violence of the 19th 
century Appalachian South, musicologist have had to group and label ballads 



involving some young girl getting murdered, simply because there are so many 
of them.   Ann Cohen, a              , offers a “Murdered girl tune” formula:  

1. “The events of the murdered girl formula are the following: wooing of trusting 
girl by artful man; luring of lonely girl to lonely spot; murder of girl who offers 
little resistance; abandonment of girl’s body.” (I will have another woman read 
this, to separate my voice) 

2. As the storyline of “Omie Wise” follows Cohen’s formula to a tee, it may be 
safe to say that “Omie Wise” serves as but an example to a much larger, 
historical platform. Patriarchal violence was a common part of the 19th 
century, Appalachian culture. “Omie Wise,” among other “Murdered Girl 
tunes,” was based on a real event; thus, the song’s storyline actually 
REFLECTS its contemporary, violent origins.

Transition: The “Murdered Girl Tunes” did more though than reflect their culture, they 
were molded from and part of the culture. To examine this closer, let’s take a look at 
how a song like “Omie Wise” might function within Appalachia’s courting culture.

Calling Culture —>Significance of marriage in light of chaining South

Interview with Ken Bigger

Eleanor Long-Wilgus —> melody of Omie Wise originally came from hymn “Protection” 
—>what does this say about the mingling between murder ballade and religion?

 1927 Grayson Recording

Introduce Grayson recording

Though recorded in the late 20s, Grayson’s Omie Wise did not gain signfiicant, historical 
prominence until folkies of the 1960s found it on Harry Smith’s 1952 Anthology of American Folk 
Music. The song was placed as track 13, the first of Smith’s murder ballade strand. With sparse 
sleeve notes, the song simply stood on its own, separated from its origin’s historical context. 
Therefore, folkies were drawn to this song not because they liked violence and patriarchy, but 
because there was an element of strangeness to the recording’s lack of contextual roots. 

Yet in addition to the song’s placement within the Anthology’s bizarre format, there are things 
about the recording itself that augment its sense of otherness—especially to later urban ears.

When I first heard this recording, I couldn’t quite place what was off about it. But, after taking out 
my violin and trying to play along, the answer was quickly revealed—Grayson’s violin is tuned a 
half step below the standard. 

Explore intonation of recording 



Shirley Collins Recording (1959)

Next stop: Shirley Collins. In 1959, Shirley Collins, an English folksinger, recorded Omie Wise 
for her Album, Sweet England. Thus, the song was recorded as part of the artist’s contemporary 
body of work. After Grayson’s 1927 recording, Collins recorded the song not for preservation’s 
sake, but for listeners to absorb its emotional content through a current environment.

Though Collins’ rendition has more rhythmic drive propelled forward by the banjo’s G major riff, 
the lyrics are more melancholy than Grayson’s take, and significantly more sympathetic towards 
Naomie. Different from the 1927 recording, Collins refers to Omie as “little Omie” “poor Omie” 
and even as the John Lewis’s true love. Collins version tells the story of an innocent, perhaps 
even idealistic victim, versus the 19th century’s loose towns girl. 

Collins portrayal of Naomi is pretty consistent with other revivalists such as Bob Dylan and Doc 
Watson. Thus, the 1960s Omie was no longer a screw up—but a martyr. In the second folk 
revival, the song no longer served as a warning to young girls, nor as a relic from the past. Omie 
Wise became a portal to emotional catharsis, a window to explore the loss and betrayal of 
innocence.
   
Omie Wise has served to perpetuate a patriarchal society and later to romanticize the tragic 
death of innocence. How then, does the song function today? Eileen, a folk duo, recently 
released their rendition of the song—characterizing Omie as neither a culprit nor martyr, but as 
a heroine. 

Let’s hear from Eileen’s Becky Poole, regarding her choice to kill off not Omie, but Johnathan 
Lewis. 

Interview with Becky

I think Becky hit the nail on the head: regardless of Omie Wise’s historical origins, ultiamtely, the 
song’s storyline, or at least, the skeleton of it’s storyline, has served as but a format for people 
to emotionally process the intertwined realities of their personal and larger historical offices. 
Whether Naomi is wayward, innocent or heroic, it doesn’t really matter. She’s an idea—a 
malleable allegory.

 

  



 

   


